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Polymersomes are bilayer vesicles assembled from block-co-
polymers, which can be varied to fine-tune polymersome strength
and responsiveness.1-4 Hydrophilic and hydrophobic solutes are
readily incorporated within the aqueous interior or hydrophobic
membrane, respectively. In the hydrophobic membrane, a variety
of porphyrins have been incorporated at high concentrations5 and
used for in vivo fluorescence imaging.6,7 Polymer vesicles that
respond to external stimuli, serve as bioreactors, incorporate ATP
synthase8 and hemoglobin,9 or recreate cellular organelle function
have recently been reported.3,10-13 Here, we describe the prepara-
tion and characterization of photoresponsive polymersomes which
can release contents on optical cue; such materials would be useful
for applications in biomedicine and engineering.

We describe the first example of a photoactive polymersome,
which was formed by incorporating a protein in the aqueous interior
and a meso-to-meso ethyne-bridged bis[(porphinato)zinc] (PZn2)
chromophore in the membrane.14 We initially investigated the
encapsulation of horse spleen ferritin (HSF) or iron-free apoferritin
(HSAF) inside a polyethylene oxide-polybutadiene
(PEO30-PBD46, denoted OB29) diblock copolymer vesicle. Ferritins
are large iron-storage proteins (MW ≈ 440 kDa) with 24 four-
helix bundle subunits that form a 12-nm sphere with an 8-nm inner
cavity. Ferritin sequesters up to 4500 iron atoms as a hydrous ferric
oxide mineral core and can serve as a magnetic resonance imaging
contrast agent.15-17 We observed that ferritin incorporation drives
the preferred polymersome morphology away from simple spheres
toward asymmetric morphologies. Although some polymersomes
remain spherical, increases in ferritin concentration lead to an
increased frequency of polymersomes in nonspherical structures
(Figure S1). The simultaneous incorporation of PZn2 into the vesicle
hydrophobic membrane imparts sensitivity to focused light of near-
UV to near-IR wavelengths. Confocal laser scanning microscopy
(CLSM) imaging of polymersomes loaded with both ferritin and
PZn2 at excitation wavelengths (488, 543, or 633 nm) where PZn2

absorbs strongly14 caused many of the vesicles to undergo irrevers-
ible morphological changes ranging from formation of new bends
or “arms” and budding of smaller vesicles to total polymersome
destruction (Figure 1). Similar results were seen during imaging
by widefield fluorescence microscopy using a mercury arc lamp
(Figure S2).

Formation of light-responsive polymersomes required the pres-
ence of protein and PZn2 (Figures S3-S5). This phenomenon was
observed in some polymersomes formed from solutions containing

as little as 1.5 mg/mL ferritin, but the fraction of vesicles that
exhibited such photochemistry within a population, as well as the
relative magnitude of the shape changes, generally increased with
the ferritin concentration. Replacing HSF with HSAF, and conju-
gating a fluorophore (Cy3 or BODIPY-FL) to either protein, did
not alter the photoresponse of the vesicles.

Ferritin was fluorescently labeled to study its interaction with
the polymersome and understand how ferritin contributes to
budding. CLSM imaging of samples containing Cy3- or BODIPY-
FL-labeled ferritin confirmed the presence of protein within the
polymersomes (Figures 2A and S6). Encapsulated BODIPY-FL-
labeled ferritin localized to the membrane (Figure 1A), whereas
Cy-3 labeled ferritin was found both at the membrane and dispersed
throughout the aqueous core. BODIPY-FL is a neutral dye;
therefore, we surmise that unlabeled ferritin also localizes at the
membrane. In contrast, Cy3 has a net negative (-1) charge, which
may contribute to ferritin partitioning between the aqueous core
and hydrophobic membrane.

Experiments were performed to determine if ferritin is unique
in affecting polymersome morphology. Bovine serum albumin
(BSA) or equine skeletal myoglobin (Mb) were loaded at either
1.5 or 10 mg/mL by the same procedure used for ferritin. Other
groups previously loaded BSA into the interior of polymer vesicles
but did not observe changes to the shape of static vesicles in the
absence of porphyrin.18 Polymersomes incorporating PZn2 and 1.5
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Figure 1. Confocal micrographs of polymersomes that membrane-disperse
PZn2 (purple) and encapsulate HSAF obtained in continuous scanning mode.
(A) BODIPY-FL-labeled HSAF (green, 3 mg/mL) + PZn2 vesicle, imaged
using two lasers simultaneously (488, 543 nm). Images proceed in time,
left to right, over a period of ∼5 min. (B) Unlabeled HSAF (1.5 mg/mL)
+ PZn2 vesicle. Vesicle imaged using three lasers simultaneously (488,
543, 633 nm). Final image of the degraded structure was not in the same
plane as the original vesicle.
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or 10 mg/mL BSA or Mb also experienced laser-induced shape
changes, although the response was less dramatic than seen in the
ferritin-PZn2 system (Figure S7). The magnitude of photoinduced
shape change was smallest in the BSA-PZn2 vesicles, with only
vesicle elongation observed. CLSM images of vesicles loaded with
BODIPY-FL-labeled Mb or BSA showed that Mb associated
predominantly with the polymer membrane, whereas BSA was also
present throughout the aqueous core (data not shown).

We hypothesized that the internal protein could be modulating
the morphological changes by adsorbing to the inner membrane,
in which case the protein mobility should be greatly reduced.
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments
with vesicles containing only PZn2 confirmed that the motion of
these fluorophores within the membrane was restricted, with no
PZn2 fluorescence recovery observed 1 min after photobleaching
(Figure 2). FRAP experiments performed on vesicles containing
both fluorescently labeled ferritin and PZn2 showed similarly
restricted diffusion of PZn2 at the membrane. In all FRAP studies,
polymersomes containing HSF behaved similarly to vesicles
containing HSAF (Figure S8). For polymersomes containing PZn2

and the more dispersed Cy3-labeled HSAF, FRAP was measured
at two locations: the vesicle membrane and the aqueous core.
Significant recovery of Cy3 fluorescence was observed in the
aqueous core (Figures 2B and S7D). However, no significant Cy3
fluorescence recovery was observed upon bleaching at the mem-
brane (Figures 2A and S7E), indicating slow exchange between
HSAF molecules in the membrane and these proteins in the aqueous
core. Restricted diffusion at the membrane was also observed with
BODIPY-labeled HSAF.

Flow cytometry (Figure S9) confirmed what had been observed
during CLSM imaging of single ferritin-PZn2 vesicles. The average
amount of ferritin encapsulated in a population of vesicles scaled
with increasing ferritin concentration in the hydration buffer as well
as with vesicle size. These experiments also confirmed that the
amount of ferritin encapsulated in a population of uniform-size
vesicles can vary significantly.

Micropipette aspiration2,5 was performed on composite vesicles
to characterize the effect of ferritin encapsulation on polymersome
membrane strength (Figure 3). All vesicles aspirated with pipettes
5 µm or smaller in diameter ruptured. When tensions were exerted
on the membranes of similar vesicles using larger pipettes (>7 µm
I.D.), vesicles could be aspirated intact. These data indicated that
the bending rigidity of vesicle membranes was altered by the
incorporation of ferritin. Both the average elastic modulus (Ka) of
a population and the range of moduli within a population increased
with ferritin concentration. These results are consistent with protein
association with the vesicle membrane.

Proteins and polypeptides have previously been encapsulated
within polymersomes, but there has been relatively little charac-
terizationoftheprotein-membraneinteractionsinthesesystems.8,9,18,19

In this example, the 9.6-nm OB29 bilayer hydrophobic core is too
thin to incorporate holoferritin (12-nm O.D.). Complete intercalation
into the membrane would be possible only if the stable 24-mer
ferritin dissociated into subunits. Thus, we hypothesize that
internalized ferritin can associate with but not fully intercalate into
the polymer membrane.

Observations of budding from CLSM suggest that the shape
changes are caused by localized heating due to sample absorption
of focused light within the membrane. Adsorption of protein on
the inner membrane appears to cause differential rigidification of
the membrane leaflets; shape change and budding then releases the
stress on the membrane that results from heat energy localized
between the two leaflets. Support for local heating comes from the
observation that no budding occurred when vesicles loaded with
PZn2 and ferritin were kept in the dark and heated to 45 °C on a

Figure 2. FRAP experiments on vesicles containing 1.5 mg/mL Cy3-
labeled HSAF and PZn2. (A) No Cy3 or PZn2 fluorescence recovery
observed at the membrane, whereas (B) plot of Cy3 intensity in the aqueous
core shows recovery after photobleaching. PZn2 emission intensity at the
membrane did not recover and is plotted as a reference. Photobleaching
(351 nm, small region of interest) occurred during the time period indicated
by dashed vertical lines. b ) Cy3-membrane, O ) Cy3-aqueous core, 1
) PZn2-membrane.

Figure 3. Micropipette aspiration on composite vesicles. (A) Experiments
with small pipettes (ID < 5 µm) result in rupture at low tensions, while (B)
vesicles remain intact at high tensions in experiments with larger pipettes.
(C) Elastic modulus, Ka, of vesicles incorporating PZn2 and Cy3-labeled
ferritin at various hydration concentrations. The mean (bold line) and median
(thin line) are indicated within the boxes. The box indicates the middle
50% of the range, while the whiskers indicate 95% and 5% of the range of
measured Ka values. One-sided t test used to compare samples; *g 99.999%
confidence compared to each ferritin-incorporating sample, ** ) 95%
confidence, *** ) 98% confidence.
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microscope stage. PZn2 chromophores absorb across the near-UV
and visible spectrum and possess an intense near-infrared absor-
bance feature.14 With a fluorescence quantum yield of 16%, most
of the absorbed energy is dissipated by PZn2 as heat. The local
“hotspot” mechanism was also proposed in recent work with gold
nanoparticle-loaded vesicles.20,21 PZn2 photochemistry is not likely
involved in this process, as excited PZn2 species undergo little
intersystem crossing and are poor photosensitizers for dioxygen.14

Moreover, PZn2-only control vesicles are nonresponsive and
substitution of PZn2 with Nile Red produced fluorescent vesicles
that were not photoresponsive (Figure S10). Thus, it is unlikely
that vesicle shape changes were caused by 1O2. Because the PZn2

barrier to rotation around the ethynyl bridge is significant when
embedded in the polymersome membrane,22 we rule out excited-
state conformational changes of PZn2 as a factor contributing to
the observed shape changes.

Finally, experiments were performed to demonstrate photorelease
of a small-molecule “drug” (biocytin) from ferritin-PZn2 vesicles
(Figure 4). Solutions of vesicles were exposed to light from a Hg
arc lamp for 4 h (∼20 W at sample). Fluorescence quantitation of
biocytin in solution was performed using a secondary protein, and
results were normalized based on vesicle concentration as deter-
mined by PZn2 absorbance prior to release. These initial experiments
show that 25-50% of encapsulated biocytin is released from
vesicles. Release can be increased by optimizing the composite
vesicle system.

In conclusion, a tertiary system of polymersome-protein-PZn2

chromophore was shown to undergo vesicle shape changes upon
exposure to light. The data indicate synergy between protein, which
is in the vesicle interior, and PZn2, which embeds in the membrane,
harvests light energy and produces local heating that leads to
membrane budding. This effect was most pronounced with ferritin

but was also observed with Mb and BSA. The broad range of
wavelengths that induce vesicle deformation in these systems
suggests local membrane heating mediated by electronically and
vibrationally excited porphyrin molecules, whose photophysical
properties can be tuned through synthetic modifications.14 Given
the established exceptional NIR absorptivity of PZn2 and closely
related chromophores,14 it may be possible to harness light-activated
vesicle destruction for in vivo, targeted drug delivery.
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Figure 4. Fluorescence assay shows significant increase of solution biocytin
for only HSAF + PZn2 sample, which is released upon 4-h vesicle irradiation
using a Hg arc lamp.
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